
Staying Safe with LED Headlights

KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA, December 11, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- When it comes to car

safety, people most often err on the side of caution. This includes getting winter tires, scheduling

regular maintenance, and adjusting our driving based on the road conditions. Another safety

feature that should always be taken into consideration is your car lights. Whether it’s your

daytime running lights, head lights, or brake lights, car owners need to make sure their lights are

constantly working and providing enough light to be safe on the road.

Most cars come off the lot with just standard halogen bulbs. While these lights may seem like

they work well enough, they don’t provide the best visibility for driving at night. To get the best

visibility at night, and make your drive as safe as possible, car owners should consider getting

replacement LED lightbulbs for their car. This helps to increase overall visibility and provide a

larger field of view – giving you a much safer drive.

“LED headlights provide a much better field of view for night driving,” says Alex Riese of

StrikingLED “With LEDs, you can see further in the dark, making the experience of driving your

car so much safer.”

In addition to making a car safer overall, LEDs can help save the car owner money. LEDs last

much longer than standard bulbs and draw less power from the engine as well. Considering that

head lights are something that will often need to be changed over the lifetime of a vehicle, car

owners should seriously consider making the switch over to LEDs.

“We’re seeing a lot more cars coming off the lot now with LEDs instead of standard halogen

bulbs,” adds Riese, “This is because they are overall a better lighting option for cars. They are

safer and will save you money in the long run.”

About StrikingLED: StrikingLED is one of the leading suppliers of high-quality LED car lights in

Canada, the U.S.A. and Mexico. A sister company of Infinitum Energy, StrikingLED is a trusted

name in the transportation industry as a wholesaler of interior and exterior lighting. Our goal is

simple: to provide durable and bright LED lights for automotive that will make your vehicle extra

noticeable.
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